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In the scope of the future certification of engine powered aircraft, aircraft manufacturers should 
address and assume the event of engine burst, including the release/loss of fragments. To minimize 
the size of reinforcement area on the aircraft, ONERA and DLR have proposed to determine ballistic 
limit of potential alternative materials [1, 2, 3, and 4]. The present document is the state of the 
common ONERA/DLR work performed in the European Project CLEANSKY 2, which aims to develop 
numerical tools and methodology for high velocity impacts using the explicit research code 
Europlexus [5] as well as the commercial code Abaqus/Explicit [6]. For that purpose, a comparison 
with experimental high velocity impact on different panels made with promising material has been 
performed.  
The different tests used in this study in order to validate the simulations are: 
-  Tests with steel balls on aluminium target (3 mm and/or 6 mm thick plates) 
-  Tests with steel balls on T700/M21 composite target (3 mm thick plates) 
-  Tests with steel balls on triaxialy braided and hybrid materials (3 mm thick plates) 
The T700/M21 composite materials, manufactured by ONERA, have been chosen as reference for 
this study. The aluminium plates have been tested at DLR.  
For the T700/M21 composite, the material characterization has been performed by ONERA in a 
former study [6] while the HVI tests have been conducted at DLR.  
ONERA has also performed experimental HVI tests with triaxialy braided material procured by DLR.  
Hybrid materials has been also tested by ONERA (Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene, 
Dyneema, see figure 1 – numerical simulation of HVI on hybrid materials). 
 
Figure 1: Comparison between the numerical simulation performed on T700/M21 and hybrid 
materials for a HVI performed with a steel ball (with Eurolpexus Code). 
 
Numerical validation is obtained regarding residual velocity, damage extension within the panels 
based on C-SCAN results (Figure 2) and high speed imaging. The comparison between the 
experimental results and the numerical simulations are based on the analysis of three different 
instants of the impact tests: 
- Before the impact 
- During the impact (before perforation) 
- For the perforation or rebound 
Regarding the material laws used in the numerical analysis, the simulations are performed using a 
typical Johnson Cook model (Europlexus) and a typical elasto-plastic model fitted on DLR internal 
material characterisation test (Abaqus/Explicit) for the aluminium thick plates. An orthotropic 
damage model (ORTE/Europlexus [5]) and a constitutive model for fabric incl. damage 
(Abaqus/Explicit [6]) are used for the composite plates. The material laws for composite require the 
definition of a specific coordinate system to define the ply orientations, coupling with damage. A 
failure criterion is implicitly contained within the models: rupture occurs when damage exceeds a 
critical value. Bibliographic values are used for hybrid materials using PEHD characteristics. For the 
triaxialy braided material a homogenous material law using characterization results is used regarding 
tensile and compressive tests [2, 3]. 
 
Europlexus vs C-Scans : Front cohesive layer and back cohesive layer 
 Abaqus vs C-Scans : Front cohesive layer, middle cohesive layer and back cohesive layer 
Figure 2: Europlexus and Abaqus results vs C-Scans - Comparison between experimental and 
numerical damage extension for a steel ball impact on T700/M21 panel. 
 
Thus new potential material could be necessary to define reinforcement concepts. A proposition of 
different selection of material has been proposed. Some of them will be tested. This study shows 
relevant activities for TRL 2 evidences.  
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